
If you reside in Lancaster County or nearby, you’ve probably 
noticed the familiar semi-trucks marked with the Denver Cold 
Storage logo traversing the area. Perhaps you’ve even spotted 
one of their three warehouses, notably one just off the PA 
Turnpike. This might lead you to wonder, “What is Denver Cold 
Storage? What do they actually do?”

Founded over 38 years ago with just a single warehouse, 
Denver Cold Storage embarked on a mission to provide bulk 
frozen, refrigerated, and ambient food storage for various food 
manufacturers and clients. The company has significantly expanded in both size and the breadth of services offered. Today, 
Denver Cold Storage operates three warehouses in Denver, along with their corporate office. Beyond palletized storage, 
the company now offers specialized supply chain services, including order picking, blast freezing, labeling, repacking, order 
fulfillment, delivery, and more. Playing a vital role in the food supply chain industry, the products stored by Denver Cold 
Storage eventually find their way to grocery stores, restaurants, and homes globally.

Additionally, Denver Cold Storage extends distribution services via its sister company, Denver Logistics. Denver Logistics 
boasts a fleet of around 40 trucks and 40 temperature-controlled trailers. This fleet, in collaboration with trusted LTL contractors, 
ensures reliable delivery of products to grocery stores and food distribution warehouses nationwide.

Denver Cold Storage and Denver Logistics are family-
owned and operated, priding themselves on fostering 
a family-like atmosphere within the companies. Their 
focus is firmly on the well-being of their employees, 
customers, and the community. With ongoing growth and 
expansion, they are committed to translating this progress 
into enhanced support for these three key groups. 
Collectively, the companies employ approximately 135 
people, attributing their success to their dependable 
and trustworthy staff. Valuing every team member, from 
management to entry-level positions, they regard their 
entire workforce as indispensable. Because of their 
esteemed reputation, Denver Cold Storage has become 
a go-to for companies of all sizes seeking experience 
and expertise in the food supply chain industry.


